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4G - AD4IN1V8 - 4G GSM AUTO DIALLER

from 162,14 EUR
Item no.: 356949

shipping weight: 0.60 kg
Manufacturer: GSM Activate

Product Description
4G GSM Auto Dialler with voice works with all alarm control panels and hundreds of other applications. Connect it to your alarm system to play a recorded voice message to up to 5
user numbers when triggered.4 inputs that can independently accept a positive or negative trigger, a relay output, text and call alerts to 5 users - available 4G model that can also
operate on the 2G frequency.Overview of the GSM Auto Diallerwith VoiceCustomers can connect the GSM Auto Dialler to many electronic devices in homes, workplaces, gardens
or wherever you need it. The GSM car dialler alerts the customer using GSM technology by sending a text message or making a phone call. This alerts the customer to problems
wherever they are in the world! The customer can use all four independent inputs and the one output to send a command to the auto dialler to reactivate or switch off the connected
device. In addition, customers can use the Auto Dialler Speech to record a message so that when an alarm is triggered, a call is sent to the user to alert them to a problem. Up to
five users can be added to the device's memory to be called in sequence when the alarm is triggered.For example:Customers are alerted in sequence by phone call when the
connected alarm is triggered. When the first person answers the call, they can acknowledge the call by pressing the hold button. This stops all further calls to the persons in the
sequence. However, if the call is not answered by any of the five users, a text message with the content "Alarm not acknowledged" is sent to all five recipients. This alerts all users
that the alarm has been triggered but no one has acknowledged it.What are the GSM autodiallers compatiblewith?The GSM auto dialler Speech is compatible with all alarm
systems. Simply connect the bell output of your alarm system to the input of the 2G, 3G or 4G GSM car dialler. This allows you to notify your customers by SMS and/or phone call
when the connected alarm is triggered. To power the auto dialler, customers can connect it to the alarm system's battery supply. Alternatively, an external 12 V source can also be
used.Why choose the GSM auto diallerThe use of the quad-band frequency sets the GSM auto diallers apart from other models on the market. The ability to use either 2G, 3G or
4G also ensures that they can be used worldwide. Our overseas customers frequently purchase these devices throughout Europe, the USA and Australia and receive excellent
feedback. The GSM auto diallers are supplied in an IP65 enclosure. This allows installation not only indoors but also outdoors. As we also test all devices in extreme heat and
freezing temperatures, our customers receive reliable products.
technische Details- GSM-Frequenz: Quadband Frequenz 850/900/1800/1900- LTE Band : B1/B3/B5/B7/B8/B20- Versorgungsspannung: 9-24 vold DC - 1 Ampere Max-
Stromverbrauch im Standby Modus: 60mA Max- IP65 Gehäuse für Außeninstallation- 4 Eingänge negativ getriggert- 1 Spracheingang mit aufgezeichneter Nachricht (15 Sek.)- 5
user numbers- 8 Amp relay output- Micro SIM card- No landline connection required- Dimensions: L150 x W90 x H45mm- Dimensions PCB only: L125 x W67mm- Sim active
function- Operating temperature: -10...+40°C- Programmed by text message- Text for testing signal strengthExamples of use- Security alarm systems- Monitoring and control alarm
systems- Automatic monitoring systems- Vending machine protection- Pumping stations; Tanks, oil or water levels- Buildings and property- Weather stations- River monitoring and
flood control- Refrigerators/fish tanks- Agricultural equipment and security- Bar alarms- PIR sensors
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